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Overview
As part of our fourth year curriculum in Computer Sciences at Polytech Grenoble, we had to

carry out a group project. The aims of this project were to develop our technical skills but also to
experience the management of a project and acquire some skills in it. This project was also the
best opportunity to develop our knowledge on Git.

More than a school project, it was a professional experience given that the client of our project was
the Peloton de Gendarmerie de Haute Montagne (PGHM) de l'Isère (38), France.

The purpose of this document is to present our project and the work carried out during these 13
weeks. It’s not the report of a finished project because this project is bigger than just 13 weeks.
That’s why this document is also a guide for future developments.

You can find both the documentation and code of the project at the following link:

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/19-20/8

We would like to thank Mr. Olivier FAVRE for giving us the opportunity to work on such a project,
and thus to offer us a professional experience. 

Our tracking sheet can be found here:

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/19-20/8/docs/-/blob/master/
fiche_suivi.md

The Software Requirements Specification (SRS) of our application can be found here:

https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/19-20/8/docs/-/blob/master/Other-
documents/SRS%20Anglais.pdf
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Introduction

Project presentation

Context 
More than 15,000 request for mountain rescue are registered each year in France. The

Pelotons de Gendarmerie de Haute Montagne (PGHM) are the main actors in mountain rescue. In
this context, the CHOUCAS project aims to provide methods and tools to constitute and enrich
geographical data from different sources, and reasoning models to facilitate the decision-making
process in the context of locating victims in the mountains. The challenge is therefore to improve
the capacity to respond to an alert.

This project, although the initiative of the Grenoble PGHM, should have a national scope so that all
PGHM in France can use it.

Principle of the project
The application developed must be both a web and mobile application,  therefore it must be

able to be used on a computer, like a classic web application, and on a smartphone/tablet.

The purpose of this application is to connect:

➔ The requester: the person who gives the alert, who may be the victim or a third party

➔ The rescuers

The purpose of this connection is to locate the victim by manually searching for geographical clues
in different data sources and using the know-how of first-aid workers. This search for clues is part
of a process of reasoning, which consists of formulating hypotheses based on the initial information
provided by the requester, refining them progressively through dialogue and data analysis, and
then deducing the most probable location of the victim.

The rescue application will also have the task of assisting in locating the victim by providing the
tools to manage the data necessary for the rescue workers'  decision-making:multi-source data
(institutional  or  community  data)  and  multi-format  data  (maps,  topo-guides  for  hikes  in  paper
format, vector data).
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Problem
There is already a first version of this application, a prototype version. This version has

some flaws: it is not stable, there are security holes, the code is not optimized and therefore does
not support a large workload. Moreover, the existing application does not allow to customize some
parameters according to the PGHM units.

Consequently,  this project  is a re-engineering project.  That’s why our main objective will  be to
answer the following question :  How to code a better application without changing the user
interface and workflow?

Objective
Because of the various problems presented above, the first step of our project was to redo

the application from scratch to lay a good foundation. That is to say, to lay an architecture that
allows a better stability, a better resistance to the workload. 

Our  primary  concern  was  the  security  of  the  application.  Indeed,  since  access  control  to  the
different functionalities and data protection were lacking in the first version, we had to ensure a
certain level of security. 

Another objective was to make the application customizable according to PGHM units. Of course, it
was also necessary to re-implement a maximum of functionalities already existing in the previous
version, within the given time.

Technologies used

Python – Django – Virtualenv

To carry out the project we used Python-related technologies for the back-end. We used
these technologies because they were a request from Mr. FAVRE. These technologies are Python,
Django and Vitualenv. 

Virtualenv is a tool to create isolated environments for Python projects. This environment isolation
allows us to remove problems related to the libraries used, their version. The creation of a virtual
environment also allows us to have all the necessary dependencies for the project.

Django is a web framework in Python, the first version of the framework dates from 2005. Django
uses the Model Template View (MTV) architecture. The controller is available as a URL remapping
(i.e. the router). The model part is represented by "classical" classes of object programming. The
principle  of  Create  Read  Update  Delete  (CRUD)  and  thus  the  associated  SQL queries  are
managed by the Object Relational Mapping (ORM) provided by the framework. The framework
also provides a light development flavor, a cache, a form processing with widgets, etc..
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Additional libraries to the Django framework  
Additional libraries were used to meet the needs of the project:

• djangorestframework

• drf-yasg

• psycopg2

• django-geojson

• django-leaflet

The first library, djangorestframework, provides the necessary elements to develop a REST
API. These elements are a router, serializers (allows to serialize a model) and tools to build return
views in different ways.

The drf-yasg library allows us to automatically generate the REST API documentation. This
documentation  can  take  the  form  of  YAML  formatted  documentation,  Swagger  formatted
documentation or RedDoc formatted documentation.  

The libraries psycopg2, django-geojson, django-leaflet are used for the geographical part of
the project. The psycopg2 library provides the models for the storage of geographical data. The
django-geojson  and  django-leaflet  libraries  provide  data  on  virtual  geographic  objects  (area
drawing, pointing, etc.). 

PostgreSQL – PostGIS 

For the database we used PostgreSQL. This choice was motivated by Mr. FAVRE's request
and also by the fact that PostgreSQL has the PostGIS module. The latter is a module that allows to
record  geographical  elements  in  the  database.  These  elements  can  be  a  simple  point  with
coordinates,  delimited zones (in  our  case the search zones),  etc.  PostGIS also allows you to
perform SQL location queries.

Angular

To carry out the front-end part of the project, we used the framework Angular that builds
apps for any deployment target. For web, mobile web, native mobile, and native desktop.

Angular is a framework that makes it easier to build "Single Page Application"(SPA) type
applications. SPA are web applications that mimic native applications: no browser refresh, reduced
loading times, much less "internet" UI, etc. Moreover, Angular is based on the concept of the MVC
(Model View Controller) architecture which allows the separation of data, views and the different
actions that can be performed. So the use of this framework is a big step for the optimization of our
code.
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For this project we decided to also use RxJS which is a library for reactive programming
using Observables, to make it easier to compose asynchronous or callback-based code.

And  because  the  documentation  is  important  we  also  decided  to  use  Compodoc.
Compodoc is a documentation tool, for Angular applications, that generate static documentation of
the application.

Leaflet

Leaflet is an open-source JavaScript library for mobile-friendly interactive maps. This choice
of technology was done by Mr. FAVRE to display the map needed for the application, and because
Leaflet is compatible with Angular it was kept as technology to be used in the new version of the
application.

Unfortunately, we didn't have time to work with this technology.
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Technical Aspect
As explained above our application can be cut in two parts in terms programming-wise: the

back-end and the front-end. Consequently, you will find,below ,the description of our progress in
those two parts. The main reason for this is that one of the objectives of the project is to have an
SOA 1architecture. Thus the application administrator will be able to easily add or remove external
services such as the IGN2 API.

                  

1 SOA: Service Oriented Architecture: is a style of software design where services are provided to the
other  components  by  application  components,  through  a  communication  protocol  over  a  network.
(Source: Wikipedia)

2 IGN: Institut National de l’information Géographique et forestière 
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Back-end

Django presentation

Like we said earlier, Django uses an MTV architecture. The schema below describes how it works.

                         Source: https://www.guru99.com/django-tutorial.html

With the operation of Django and the restframework module, the role of the controller is performed
by the REST router. This router is configurable in the urls.py file.  

When you start a new Django project you have a special architecture:

The folder choucas contains the global configuration of the
project. The most important files are settings.py and urls.py.
The  first  file  contains  the  project  configuration,  i.e.  the
constants that Django needs to work. 

The settings.py file also contains the configuration needed
by  the  developers  (constant).  In  our  case  settings.py,
contains the project  configuration,  the external  API  keys,
and URLs, the "global" inclusions of the different modules
needed. 

The urls.py file contains the different routes of the project,
as well as the router configuration.

The manage.py file is a special file. It allows the execution
of Django commands. For example, it is with this file that
we  can  create  the  database  tables,  or  start  the
development server, etc.
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In Django all folders with a different project name are modules. In this case, we only have
one module: pghm. This module contains the API, defines what a user is according to the PGHM,
what a unit is, etc. The file admin.py, contains the administration interfaces of the different models
(CRUD).  The  apps.py file  contains  only  the  module  configuration.  The  forms  used  in  the
administration part are defined in the forms.py file.

The migrations folder and the files it contains are automatically generated by Django when
we do  the python  command manage.py  makemigrations  <module  name>.  This  command will
generate the necessary scripts for the creation and configuration of the database. The execution of
these scripts is done by the python command python manage.py migrate.

The fixtures folder contains JSON files. These files contain data from the database. This
data can be for initiating the database and can be test data. In any case, this data can be loaded
automatically. The procedure for doing this is described in the README in the git repository.

Within the API, the most important files are models.py, serializers.py, and view.py The first
file contains the data structure classes. Django uses this file to create the database and to manage
it via the provided ORM.

The serializer.py file is important because it allows the classes contained in the models.py
file to be serialized. That is to say, we can transform the contents of these classes to JSON format
and vice versa. This transformation capability is essential for a REST API.

The view.py file contains the views of the module. In our case, the views also play the role
of a dispatcher, i.e. they are the views that tell what to do according to the HTTP method used (the
principle of a REST API). They are also the views that will return, in JSON format, the data (if any)
with an HTTP code (200, 204, 404, etc.).
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Screenshots
Below are some screenshots to show the results:

API Documentation
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Administration interfaces
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API call
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Front-end

Angular project presentation
As explained earlier in this document, Angular uses the MVC (Model View Controller) architecture,
which is described in the following figure.

This architecture is the reason why when you start an Angular project
you have the following, simplified, tree for the folder GendLoc.

This folder contains its own README where the procedures to run the
application and generate the documentation are explained.

The documentation folder is generated thanks to the Compodoc tool.

The simplified tree shows us only the folders but each folder in the app
folder is a component and contains the same type of tree as the figure
below.

Every component that is created follows the same rules: it has a .html
and a .scss files for the View part and it has two .ts files that will be
used for the code in TypeScript.
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The most important files are :
– app-routing.module.ts: it is the file that handles all the routing aspect of our Single

Page Application.
– app.component.*: it is the principal component of the application.

Architecture of GendLoc
As explained above, the GendLoc application has an architecture of files that is specific to an
Angular project. In this part, we will show you the architecture in terms of the code of GendLoc.

The screenshots are all part of our Compodoc documentation.

The following figures present an overview of our project:

The figure on the right is a summary of all the components we
can fin in GendLoc.

The  AppComponent is automatically generated at the start  of
the Angular project. It is used to handle all the rooting aspects, that’s
why it is part of a module and connected to all the other components as
shown on the figure above.

This  AppFrontComponent is  used  to  display
CoordMapComponent,  MapComponent,  SidebarLeftComponent,  and
SidebarRightComponent on  the  same  “page”.  These  components
respect the 5 zones delimited in the prototype application( cf SRS and
comments in the code for their use).

The ErrorPageComponent is used when the user tried to access
and URL that does not exist.

The  AuthComponent is  used  to  display  the  authentication
“page”.
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 Routes  can  also  be  displayed  via
Compodoc.

We  made  multiple  routes  for  our
application.

The  path  ‘auth’ leads  us  to  the
authentication component.

The  path  ‘home’ uses  a  guard
canActivate() that allows the user to enter
the  application  if  he  has  been
authenticated.

But  because  we  did  not  have  time  to
connect  the  code  to  the  back-end  part  it
does not work for a demonstration, so that’s
why we did a path named ‘demo’ especially
to test the display of our application.

The other paths are to redirect the user
automatically to the authentication “page” if
the URL is empty or to the error “page” is
the URL does not exist.
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Preview of the application
The application is not at all finished but some parts are already done. We succeeded in

doing the sidebar on the left of the screen with multiple tabs but the search engines are not linked
to a working code yet.

You can find below some screenshots of the main page, the authentication page and the error
page.
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Project progress
The progress of the project was slower than expected because of the situation with the

confinement and some technical issues.

Back-end

Features Status

Administers, customizes default user profiles OK

Adds layers and services according to perimeter of the intervention area and
rescue activity 

KO

Assigns profiles to unit users OK

Creates, deletes and modifies users OK

Operational field / Action -> Rescuer KO

Operational office / OperatorResque  KO

Uses the given layers and services KO

Adds additional layers and services, managed by the super administrator, to
his user profile KO

can use layers and services in write mode (changes to data unknown to the
super administrator - e.g. drop zones) KO

Uses the application by being identified  OK

Permissions and Permission Management KO
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Front-end

Features Status

Display the map and geographic data KO

Geolocation of people using the GendLoc geolocation tool KO

Display the sidebar on the left OK

Display the sidebar on the right KO

Have working search engines: access to meteorological sites, access to a
database of frequently used telephone numbers...

KO

Authentication via login and password with different levels of data access
permission

IN PART

Routing : obligation of authentication, redirection to an error page OK

Use the methods created in the back-end part KO

Customizable interface
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Conclusion

Review
We were really happy to be part  of  such a project.  We had to use all  of  our technical

knowledge learned these last two years, at Polytech. It was also an opportunity to learned about
new things, new languages and much more about Git and its use in a project setting.

We would have liked to better advance this project because it is really far from a working prototype
but we laid strong foundations for the future developers of this project.

Project for the future 
Even if the project is not finished we already thought about what we could add to it. 

In  the  future,  we  will  have  to  complete  the  functionalities  under  development,  develop  the
remaining  functionalities,  test  the  project  in  real  conditions.  We  will  also  need  to  have  the
application tested by the end-users to get their feedback and thus improve the application. 

The main features that should be developed first are listed below:

• Front-end:

• Finish the authentication process

• Understanding the code in JavaScript of the prototype version to finish components

• Optimization of the code

• Back-end:

• Add more requested features (with models or not)

• Improve serializer validator for adding users and units:

• To add or update a user (via that API), we had to disable the validators

• Add a management of the different external resources (extern API such as
IGN)

• Add a management of spacial and/or geographical components

• Connexion between back-end et front-end
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